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RTSV COVID-19 Volunteer 
Safety Guidelines 

 
Rebuilding Together Silicon Valley (RTSV) prioritizes the health and safety of homeowners, contractors, 

volunteers and staff. At the outset of the Coronavirus outbreak, operations were initially suspended. Because 

the work we do addresses critical needs in our community, it is important to resume our services. We recognize 

that we serve a vulnerable population, and with that in mind, we are moving forward with the following 

procedures, best practices, and commitments based on guidelines from the CDC and our local health 

department. 

 
This document lays out the commitments RTSV will make to ensure the safety of all Rebuilding Day volunteers, 

as well as the best practices that must be agreed to by all participating volunteers. This document has been 

developed in collaboration with other Rebuilding Together affiliates and based on the following guidelines and 

mandates: 

 

• Santa Clara County Public Health Order (announced July 2, into effect July 13, revised October 5, 2020): Link 

• CDC Guidelines on protecting yourself and others from Coronavirus: Link 

• Santa Clara County social distancing requirements for businesses: Link 

• New construction project directives as of July 2nd in SCC (revised December 16, 2020): Link 

• California Department of Public Health Industry Guidance: Construction: Link  

• COVID-19 General Checklist for Construction Employers: Link 

• Santa Clara County Mandatory Directive on Gatherings (revised February 12, 2021): Link 
 

Rebuilding Together Silicon Valley (RTSV) Best Practices & Commitments 

 
1. RTSV commits to provide a COVID-19 PREPARED Sign and Social Distancing Protocol Visitor Information Sheet for 

each project site, which can only be downloaded and printed upon completion of the County Department of Public 

Health Social Distancing Protocol web form. The Social Distancing Protocol is required and shall be easily viewable 

by the public and personnel from outside the facility or worksite. This includes all construction worksites.  

2. RTSV commits to train a “COVID Captain” for each volunteer group. This person will preferably be from the volunteer 
group itself. The COVID Captain will enforce the jobsite-specific Social Distancing Protocol and sanitizing guidelines 
(provided separately). The COVID Captain must prominently post a sign at all entrances to the jobsite clearly 
identifying their name and providing their phone number and email address. The COVID Captain must always be 
present at the jobsite during Rebuilding Day activities.  

3. RTSV commits to instruct the COVID Captain to take the temperature of each volunteer upon entering the project 

site, using a no-contact forehead thermometer. Thermometers and training will be provided by RTSV. The COVID 

Captain will not record temperatures, rather will turn any volunteer away with a temperature of 100.4 degrees 

Fahrenheit or above.  

4. RTSV commits to restricting volunteer-site capacity to no more than 15 volunteers at once to maintain 

appropriate social distancing.  

5. RTSV commits to prohibit any indoor volunteer work whatsoever. 

6. RTSV homeowners will commit to staying inside the home for the duration of the Rebuilding Day project. 

Homeowners may interact with volunteers at their own consent through a window or screen door. 

7. RTSV commits to provide all volunteers with appropriate PPE should they not have their own, including: surgical 

masks and branded synthetic masks, disposable gloves, hand sanitizer with 60% or above alcohol content, eye 

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/covid19/Documents/10-05-20-Health-Officer-Order.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/covid19/Documents/COVID-19-Requirements-for-All-Businesses.pdf
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/covid19/Documents/Mandatory-Directives-Construction-Projects.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-construction--en.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/checklist-construction--en.pdf
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/covid19/Pages/mandatory-directives-gatherings.aspx
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protection (goggles/glasses), disinfectant spray with paper towels, disinfectant wipes, and extra trash bags.  

8. RTSV commits to provide a hand-washing station for each project site. 

Volunteer Best Practices and Commitments 
 

1. If your body temperature has been marked at 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit or higher during the previous 14 days or 

you have suffered any symptoms of COVID-19, the flu, or the common cold, do not show up to participate in the 

project.  

a. If, upon arriving to the project site, you run a temperature of 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, 

immediately leave to go home. You will be required to provide evidence of a negative COVID-19 test 

before being allowed to return to the project. 

b. If, while working onsite, you begin to suffer symptoms of COVID-19, the flu, or the common cold, 

immediately inform your COVID Captain & House Captain and leave the worksite.  

2. When arriving at a project, put on required PPE (mask, gloves, eye protection glasses [optional]). Masks, gloves, 

and eye protection glasses will be available for those that do not have their own. Approved facemasks MUST be 

worn at all times, except when eating. Santa Clara County provides the following recommendations on face 

masks: 

a. An effective face mask has at least two layers of material and fits snugly over your nose, mouth, 

and chin. These types of masks are NOT recommended: 

i.     Neck gaiters or single-layered masks that are too thin or too loose to offer protection 

ii.     Masks with valves which allow unfiltered air to escape 

iii.     Face shields without also wearing a face mask 

3. Adhere to the following best practices regarding tools and sanitizing: 

a. After finishing with a shareable tool, place it in the designated tool “sanitizing station” to be sanitized by a 

designated volunteer. 

b. Tools MUST be sanitized before changing hands. Refer to sanitizing guidelines (provided separately). 

c. Most necessary tools, including, but not limited to paint brushes, cleaning supplies, gloves, and ladders, 

will be provided by your House Captain. Avoid bringing personal equipment to the site, unless requested 

to do so by your House Captain. If you do bring your own tools, they must be sanitized according to 

protocol.  

d. All other objects you need to touch must be sanitized before and after touching. This includes use of the 

portable restrooms on site. Refer to sanitization guidelines (provided separately). 

e. Bring a sharpie to write your name on disposable items (i.e. paint brushes, buckets, water bottles, etc.) 

4. Do not cough or sneeze into your hand; rather, direct coughs and sneezes into the crook of your arm at your 

elbow; follow established CDC guidelines.  

5. Avoid touching eyes, nose or mouth. 

6. Constantly observe your work distances in relation to other volunteers and/or RTSV staff around the project. 

Maintain the recommended 6 feet at all times.  

7. During break/mealtimes, ensure social distancing of at least 6 feet between other volunteers. Meals will be 

distributed in individual containers/receptacles, if requested by Volunteer Coordinators. Groups will have the 

option to take lunch offsite, not provided by RTSV.   

8. Sanitize hands before and after each break/meal.  

9. Adhere to the following guidelines for contact tracing: 

a. If you test positive for COVID-19 within 48 hours after your Rebuilding Day project: 

i. Immediately notify your COVID Captain or House Captain via email or phone, which they will 

provide. 

ii. Provide a list of all individuals with whom you had close contact, and include: 1) name, 2) 

address, 3) phone number, & 4) language spoken. Close contact is defined as “someone who 

was within six (6) feet of you for at least 15 minutes.  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
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iii. Isolate for 10 days from the date your symptoms began or you tested positive AND 3 days with 

no fever and improved respiratory systems. If you plan to volunteer on both Rebuilding Days, 

and you test positive between the first and second Rebuilding Day, do not return to volunteer 

for the second Rebuilding Day. 

Note:  Older adult volunteers and those with underlying medical conditions are encouraged to read and adhere to 

Santa Clara County Public Health Department and CDC guidelines on participating in construction projects.  

 

 

 

RTSV and its contractors will seek to follow all applicable and relevant government recommendations to limit the 

spread of coronavirus and may update the above procedures at any time based on new guidance or instructions 

from experts and authorities.  

 

I have read and understand these commitments and best practices and agree to comply. 

 
 

   _   

Printed Name Signature  Date 

 
For Office Use Only: 

 
Verbal approval given to  on  .

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/people-at-increased-risk.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fneed-extra-precautions%2Fpeople-at-higher-risk.html
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Rebuilding Together Silicon Valley 

Sanitizing Guidelines 

 

To minimize the spread of pathogens on Rebuilding Day worksites, volunteers must agree to follow the below 

Sanitizing guidelines. Guidelines are broken up categorically based on traditional Rebuilding Day elements. 

 

 

Painting 

1. Volunteers should make every effort to choose one paint brush, one personal paint bucket, and/or one 

personal paint roller to accomplish their share of the painting for the day. When a new paint color or a new 

type of brush is needed, volunteers can either dispose of the brush, or make it available to other volunteers 

only after: 

a. Spraying the brush with provided disinfectant spray, letting it sit for one (1) minute, and wiping it 

down with a paper towel OR 

b. Wiping down the brush with disinfectant wipes. 

2. Volunteers should avoid handling 1-gallon paint cans, and instead ask for a refill of paint from whomever is 

attending to the paint station. 

 

Portable Toilet 

1. Before and after use, volunteers should wipe down the following elements of the portable toilet with a 

disinfectant wipe: 

a. Exterior handle 

b. Interior handle/lock 

c. Toilet seat 

d. Sink (if applicable) 

e. Soap dispenser (if applicable) 

2. After each use, volunteers should spray the interior of the portable toilet with provided Lysol disinfectant 

spray.  

 

Ladders 

1. Ladders should be sanitized during lunch breaks, or any other substantial break in work. To avoid losing grip 

following sanitizing, ladders should be either: 

a. Sprayed with provided disinfectant spray on each rung, and on both legs, and left for one (1) 

minute, before being wiped down and dried thoroughly with a paper towel OR 

b. Wiped down with disinfectant wipes on each rung, and on both legs, before being wiped down and 

dried thoroughly with a paper towel. 

2. Ladders taller than 6 feet should be lowered to the ground to be disinfected. Do NOT disinfect a ladder while 

standing on it. 

 

Miscellaneous Tools 

1. One designated volunteer will attend to the “sanitizing station,” and set up two specific areas for tools: 

a. Un-sanitized area 

b. Sanitized area 

2. The “sanitizing station” volunteer will sanitize all tools by either: 

a. Spraying all parts a hand might touch with disinfectant spray and letting sit for one (1) minute, 

before being wiped down and dried thoroughly with a paper towel OR 

b. Wiping down all parts a hand might touch with disinfectant wipes, before being wiped down and 

dried thoroughly with a paper towel. 
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3. Non-disposable, shareable tools including, but not limited to can-openers, scrapers, wrenches, pliers, 

screwdrivers, tape measures, sanders, saws, hammers, drills, rakes, brooms, shovels, buckets, levels, and 

clamps should be returned to the un-sanitized area of the “sanitation station” after each use by a different 

volunteer.  

4. When retrieving a tool, be sure to pick it up from the sanitized area of the “sanitizing station.” 

 

 

House Elements 

1. Volunteers should avoid needlessly touching elements of the exterior of the home that might have been or 

may be touched by the homeowner in the future, including, but not limited to, doorbells, door handles, 

railings, shutters, flags, outlet covers, window latches, hoses, spigots, lights, electrical panels, and 

mailboxes. However, sometimes the job requires touching, removing, repairing, or handling these elements. 

When that is the case, volunteers should take care to sanitize these elements by either: 

a. Spraying all parts a hand might touch with disinfectant spray and letting sit for one (1) minute before 

being wiped down and dried thoroughly with a paper towel OR 

b. Wiping down all parts a hand might touch with disinfectant wipes, before being wiped down and 

dried thoroughly with a paper towel. 

 

Communal/Mealtime Gear 

1. Individual meals will be provided, if requested by your Volunteer Coordinator. Volunteers should make sure 

all trash is disposed of promptly after finishing their meals. 

2. Volunteers should sanitize hands with provided hand sanitizer before and after meals. 

3. Volunteers are encouraged to bring their own water bottles. RTSV, however, will also provide water for the 

worksite in the form of aluminum water bottles from the company PathWater. Volunteers should use a 

sharpie or some other means identify their water bottle and avoid accidental contamination by other 

volunteers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drinkpathwater.com/

